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Abstract—The Internet-of-Things paradigm has brought excit-
ing opportunities to increase productivity and efficiency but also
to enhance customer experience. Such things are expected to con-
nect and exchange information enabling applications to propose a
value added services. However, due to their heterogeneous nature,
things communicate in different semantics making integration a
laborious and costly to achieve. We propose in this paper an
end to end semantic-based integration approach from sensors to
chatbot. Our approach provides integration between two different
IoT platforms and offers a coherent view of a building facility.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Industrial Internet of Things paradigm is expected to
tackle many challenges in the industry but also to bring new
exciting opportunities. Those challenges and new opportunities
involve interconnecting massive things in order to provide
value-added services in various domains and segments such
as energy, transportation, healthcare, retail, and many others.
Promises of the IIoT paradigm involve increasing productivity,
achieving efficiency, and enhancing customer experience.

Things ranging from sensors, devices, gateways, and sys-
tems deployed in a wide variety of segments and domains are
expected to be interconnected in order to achieve and apply one
or more strategies such as energy optimization, maintenance
operation or safety. In addition to their inter-connectivity, those
things are also expected to push their sensed and acquired data
to a cloud platform where a massive storage and computational
power are available to store and analyze the collected data.

Things are designed for various purposes in the industry,
such diversity is reflected in their computational, storage, and
communication capabilities. In addition, due to their various
purposes, these things communicate data in different formats,
syntax, and semantics according either to home grown data
models or industry standards. Such heterogeneity of data
representation is one of the most challenging problems in the
IoT domain, it prevents interoperability and inter-cooperation
between things but also add additional burden on data analytics
and applications to understand the semantics of the data [1].

Semantic technology, is one of the most promising fields
in the knowledge representation domain, expected to enable
interoperability in the IoT. The World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) defines a set of standards , such as RDF, OWL and
SPARQL [2], [3], [4], to represent semantics and query linked

data, offering an ideal ecosystem and opportunity to tackle the
heterogeneity challenge in the IoT.

In this paper, we propose to rely on semantic technology to
abstract and represent things and their context in an integrated
knowledge approach. This approach extends our previous
work [5] by relying on our model driven approach OLGA [6]
and our federated query engine FOrTÉ [7]. We also propose
a chatbot application to interact with our infrastructure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
depicts our industrial context and our requirements. Our pro-
posal is detailed in section III along with the architecture. We
cover the implementation along with results in section IV. The
related work is reviewed in V, then we conclude in section VI.

II. INDUSTRIAL CONTEXT: WORKPLACE ENVIRONMENT

This work is applied on two of our facilities : our North
American headquarter and Swedish sites where we partnered
with two 3rd parties: a floor mapping service and an indoor
sensing service. These two cloud services provide the follow-
ing types of data:

1) Our indoor sensing partner deployed various sensors
in our workplace environment. Such sensors were attached
to desks, cubicles, and offices measuring various information
such as temperature, humidity, occupancy, and CO2.

2) Sensor location: each sensor is associated with a textual
representation manually assigned during the commissioning
phase for a particular zone or area such as 2C-WS080 indi-
cating the second floor, sector C and cubicle number 80.

3) The floor mapping partner is specialized in providing
a digital plan of the building which includes detailed infor-
mation for every floor which depicts desks, meeting rooms,
offices, such as their surface and their occupation’s capacity.
In addition, items of interest are also represented such as coffee
machines, external cardiac massage machines, or printers.

Such data is provided by two different partners through
two different infrastructures which makes the information still
trapped in silos. For example, to measure the CO2 per square
foot, one needs to combine the CO2 measurement from the
Indoor Sensing partner in a given area with the square footage
information provided by our floor mapping partner.

The combined data sources provides new capabilities to
facility managers and employees in fulfilling the space and



Fig. 1. Overall Architecture

occupancy management in addition to comfort and well-being
in the workplace environment. We enumerate below a non
exhaustive list of queries collected from interviewed facility
managers [Q1..Q5] and on site employees [Q6..Q8]. Once
fulfilled, such queries will provide facility managers with better
insights enabling them to take well informed decisions and
provide employees with a comfortable workplace environment.

Q1: How many workstations are there in this building?
Q2: List out the average temperature of all the rooms

recorded today?
Q3: List out the max humidity of all the rooms?
Q4: List out the minimum temperature of all the rooms

recorded today?
Q5: What is the average temperature by day of the 1st

floor?
Q6: Which is the largest meeting room on the 2nd

floor?
Q7: List out the meeting rooms that are over 100SqFt

on 1st Floor?
Q8: Where is the conference room ”Atomic”?

In order to unlock the potential of data and answer such
queries, we detail next our integrated approach where we
merge and combine data by relying on a semantic represen-
tation. In this work, we extend our previous work [5] by first
proposing an ontology model to capture the data representation
of our partners instead of our own internal systems. Then,
we rely on our model driven approach [6] to instantiate our
ontology model and our federation engine for data retrieval.
Finally, we propose a chatbot to enable interaction with the
two buildings where this approach is deployed.

III. PROPOSAL & OVERALL ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we overview our proposal and architecture
shown in Fig 1. Then, we detail each part of the architecture
and its role in the data flow ranging from transformation,
storage, to query federation, and its usage in applications.

A. Ontology Model of Multi Data Sources

In order to enable data integration from different sources,
we first model a semantic model which integrates and rep-
resents the concepts from the various data sources and the
relations between, as shown partially in Fig 2. For example, the
concept of Comfort sensor is a subclass of Sensor which

Fig. 2. Part of the Ontology Model in Protégé [8]

have a measurement and a location. A location can be one of
the PhysicalLocation.

In addition, the model allows to represent possible relations
and constraint, for example a Building concept is allowed
to have several Floor concepts. However, a Floor can
only be locatedIn exactly one Building. Furthermore, an
inference engine [9] part of an ontology store, allows to query
additional data non explicitly entered. For example, consider
a sensor1 is located in Room 202A which is located in
the West2 area, on the floor L2 of buildingA, since
locatedIn is declared as transitive, the inference engine will
deduce that the sensor1 is actually located in buildingA.

B. Data Transformation with a Model Driven Approach

Once the ontology model is represented, data transforma-
tion can take place. In our previous work [6], we proposed
OLGA, an Ontology Library GenerAtor which follows a model
driven code generation approach. OLGA, as shown in Fig. 3,
takes as input an ontology model and generates a library which
is conform to the model. The aim of the generated code [10]
is to abstract the low level details for developers and allow
them to easily develop ontology based applications without any
required knowledge in the RDF [2] and OWL [3] languages.

The generated library is conform to the ontology model re-
flecting the same concepts, possible relations, and constraints.
It will be used by a developer when implementing the ETL
(Extract Transform Load) process which consists in retrieving
the data from our 3rd party APIs and applying a translation
using the generated library. The output of the ETL process will



Fig. 3. Transformation based on a Model Driven Approach

generate an ontology instance file conform to the ontology
model. The generated file is sent to our cloud infrastructure
through the data ingestion layer as shown in Fig 1. The
transformation layer handles the ontology types enumerated
in section II by relying on two ETL processors. The first,
handles the floor plan provider data, while the second handles
the topology of sensors in addition to their timeseries data.
Each ETL process generates an ontology instance, which are
linked by reference, the location identifier.

C. Data Storage

Our third layer, consists of storing the generated ontology
instances (topology), model, and timeseries data. As shown in
Fig 1, the data is provided by the ingestion layer which routes
and stores the generated ontology instances and timeseries. The

Fig. 4. Ontology Instance and Model Example

content of the knowledge graph and the timeseries stores is de-
picted in Fig 4. The left part of Fig 4 shows a specific ontology
instance along with the ontology concepts such as the location,
device catalogue, and the quantities and units. The right part of
Fig 4 overviews a table with timeseries entries collected from
the sensors according to sampling interval defined or tuned
by the our indoor sensing partner. The two representations
are linked through the SeriesId. The ontology is expected to
change slowly based on new types of sensing added or upon a
sensor replacement. However, the timeseries data is expected
to grow with time to reach billions of entries. Due to the
difference in the data velocity, two different stores are used
to persist the data, as detailed in our previous work [7]. The
ontology store allows to represent a very flexible graph based
structure, in addition to the inference engine which allows to
deduce and extract additional information. The timeseries store
handles a high velocity and volume of data.

D. Query Federation with FOrTÉ

The data architecture relies on two separate stores, there-
fore, a federation engine is needed to retrieve the data in
a scalable manner with an adequate infrastructure to avoid
bottleneck on applications. Therefore, we rely on FOrTÉ [7],
our Federated Ontology and Timeseries Query Engine which
takes a federated standard SPARQL [4] query and handles a
query targeting one or both of the stores. A federated query
contains an topology and a timeseries query. FOrTÉ queries
and federates the results in a standard SPARQL format [11].

Consider for example Q5 presented in section II, it consists
of retrieving the average temperature by day of the 1st floor.
When Q5, expressed in a SPARQL federated query, is received
by FOrTÉ, the ontology part is extracted and submitted to the
Rdf store. The result contains all temperature sensors of the
1st floor and their timeseries identifiers. FOrTÉ extracts such
ids and generates a timeseries query by injecting the ids in
addition to average operation by day on each timeseries entry.
FOrTÉ then aggregates and returns the results in a standard
SPARQL response format. FOrTÉ’s architecture is detailed in
our previous work [7]. From the list of queries introduced
in section II, [Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5] requires a federation between
the knowledge graph and the timeseries stores, while queries
[Q1, Q6, Q7, Q8] will only target the knowledge graph.

E. Butlor: A Chatbot Application

Applications consume the generated data and create value
since they represent the link between the customer and/or user
and the IoT technical infrastructure, as shown in Fig. 1. Having
a data centric architecture based on a semantic representation
provides a lot of flexibility since the ontology model allows to
capture the overall knowledge. It is then up to the applications
to retrieve parts of such knowledge and transform it into an
added value to the end user or customer.

Fig. 5. Butlor Architecture

In our previous work [5], we connected a visualization
tool such as Power BI to our semantic repository. We also
demonstrated in our recent work [12], an analytics energy-
based shaving application integrated with FOrTÉ.

In this work, we propose to integrate our chatbot Butlor
specifically targeting the workplace environment. Butlor is
designed as a personal assistant to be used by workplace
occupants and facility managers to accomplish various tasks in
the workplace such as booking a room or guiding an occupant
to the nearest printer. Butlor, as shown in Fig 5, is dependent
on a Language Understanding Service, LUIS1 which receives

1https://www.luis.ai/,



human queries from various channels such as Slack2.

A language understanding service allows to define a set
of intents. Each intent is composed of one or several entity
sets. For example, one can arrange all queries [Q1..Q8]
under one intent or split them between Knowledge in-
tents [Q1, Q6, Q7, Q8] only and federation intents combining
knowledge and timeseries [Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5]. We designed the
intents structure and entity sets by relying on our ontology
concepts. We detail next two intents covering queries Q1 and
Q2 with their entities such as Quantity and PhysicalLocation.

Quantity︷ ︸︸ ︷
How many

PhysicalLocation︷ ︸︸ ︷
workstations

ignored︷ ︸︸ ︷
are there

In︷︸︸︷
in

Name︷ ︸︸ ︷
Lund

PhysicalLocation︷ ︸︸ ︷
Building

(1)

QueryCmd︷ ︸︸ ︷
List out

AggOp︷ ︸︸ ︷
the min

Measure︷ ︸︸ ︷
temperature

NoFilter︷ ︸︸ ︷
of all

PhysicalLocation︷ ︸︸ ︷
the rooms

TemporalOp︷ ︸︸ ︷
today

(2)

Once an facility manager or an end-user inputs a natural
text, such as [Q1..Q8] via Slack, for example. The user input
is sent to LUIS which parses the text and based on machine
learning techniques it matches and generates as an output an
intent and its entities as shown in the two previous examples.

Fig. 6. Butlor Answering Queries [Q1, Q2, Q5] through Slack
The generated output is sent to our Message Handler,

as shown in Fig 5, which parses, extracts the entity sets
and forwards it to our SPARQL Handler to generate a
SPARQL query. The generated SPARQL query is sent to
FOrTÉ which executes the query and return the results in a
standard format [11]. The returned message is parsed and sent
to our Message Handler which returns it to the caller with
the adequate format, such as the Slack application to render
the message, as shown in Fig 6 for the queries [Q1, Q2, Q5]3.

In the following section, we go through our implementation
and evaluation of our approach.

2https://slack.com
3The returned temperature results are in Kelvin Unit

IV. IMPLEMENTATION & EVALUATION

To validate and evaluate our approach, we deployed the
two services (sensors and floor mapping) at our site in Sweden
(SWD) and only the floor mapping service in USA (BoC).

A. Ontology Model

The workplace ontology is modelled with Protégé [8] based
on the models provided by our two partners. Table I depicts a
summary of the metrics.

Class Object Prop. Data Prop. Axioms
54 49 15 412

TABLE I. ONTOLOGY METRICS SUMMARY

B. Data Transformation

The workplace ontology is then used as an input to
OLGA [6] to generate a java library containing 54 classes
and interfaces of the ontology where each object and data
property of the ontology is transformed into methods. The
generated library is similar to the one published in our previous
work [10]. OLGA generates, compiles, and packages the
workplace library in 9 seconds on a Windows 7 machine with
32 GB RAM and an Intel i7 core with 2.80 GHz.
...
case "room" :

Room room = new Room(jsonFacilityName);
room.Id = jsonFacilityId;
room.Name = jsonFacilityName;
room.Surface = UTIL.calculateSurface(jsonFacilityObject);
...
currentFloor.AddRoom(room);

break;

Listing 1: ETL Code Snippet

The generated OLGA library is used in the two ETL pro-
cessors as shown in Figure 1. The ETL processor requests data
from our partners APIs by site ids and receives a JSON file.
We implemented a logic in each process to transform incoming
data from our partners into ontology instances (topology). Each
element found in the JSON file has its correspondence in the
ontology model and therefore the generated library. Listing 1
shows part of the business logic. Each processor generates an
ontology instance (topology) file wrapped in a header detailing
the tenant unique identifier, the ontology model version used
and the payload type (timeseries or ontology).

Site Topology (Floor) Topology (Sensors) Timeseries/Measure
SWD 12.69 sec 230 ms 122 ms
BoC 15.54 sec NA NA

TABLE II. TOPOLOGY AND TIMESERIES GENERATION TIME

Table II depicts the time to generate timeseries and ontol-
ogy instances (topology) for our site in Sweden (SWD) and
the topology generation for our site in US (BoC). Our Sensing
partner samples the data every minute and pushes it to its
own cloud platform, for each measurement it takes 122 ms to
retrieve 2000 values and transform it into a message/file.



C. Data Ingestion and Storage

The generated files are then sent to the ingestion layer
consisting of an Azure IoT Hub 4 and an IoThub processor.
The processor handles the received messages based on the
headers and tenant identifier, it inserts the ontology (topology)
in an ontology (rdf) store by tenant identifier, or the timeseries
data in an SQL store. Stardog community edition 5.0.3 [13] is
used as an ontology store and Azure MS SQL as a timeseries
database with 250 GB storage and 10 DTU5. The IoTHub
processor and the rdf store are deployed on the same Linux
VM with 7 GB of RAM, 2 cores and a 100 GB SSD disk.

Once transformed, the retrieved data from our partners
consists in topology and timeseries data. The number of
triples in the SWD site topology is 14,090 and the number
of timeseries entries to date is 48,165 which corresponds to
sensors data sampled by 15 minutes interval. In the SWD site
there are 128 sensors and 117 sensed assets (chairs and tables)
which generate 370 measurements of occupancy, temperature,
and relative humidity. The Number of Triples in the BoC site
is 40,737. The difference in the triples size between the two
buildings is due to the difference in the square footage.

Site Topology (Floor) Topology (Sensors) Timeseries/Measure
SWD 1.67 sec 1.25 sec 1 min 13 sec / 2000 entries
BoC 3.28 sec NA NA

TABLE III. TOPOLOGY AND TIMESERIES INSERTION TIME

Table III overviews the data insertion performance by our
IoTHub Processor for both the topology data retrieved from
our floor flan and sensing providers, as well as the timeseries
sensor data. The insertion time for the topology data from the
floor provider on the SWD site reaches 1.67 seconds and 1.25
seconds to insert sensors information. The two insertion time
are needed to ingest 14,090 triples in the RDF DB. As for
the timeseries on the SWD site, our processor retrieves 2000
entries for each measurement and inserts those entries in the
Azure MS SQL in around 1 min 13 seconds. The BoC site has
more square footage and items therefore the number of triples
is higher than the SWD site. It takes the IoTHub processor
3.28 seconds to insert 40,737 triples.

D. Query Federation and Chatbot Application

FOrTÉ [7] is used to federate queries from both the RDF
and timeseries stores. We implemented FOrTÉ in Java with a
dependency on Apache Spark6 to easily federate data retrieval
in a scalable manner. FOrTÉ can run in a standalone (single
node) or cluster mode. The performance evaluation of FOrTÉ
is detailed in [7]. In this work, we deployed FOrTÉ on the
same VM as the RDF store. Table IV outlines the query
execution of the queries [Q1..Q8] in milliseconds end-to-end
from the Slack channel following the architecture in Fig. 5.
The following queries [Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5] require data federation
therefore, their execution time is higher than the others which
only require data from the topology.

4https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/iot-hub
5https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-database-what-is-

a-dtu
6https://spark.apache.org/

Site Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8
BoC 45 NA NA NA NA 43 21 24
SWD 20 2,355 1,819 2,709 2,267 30 32 53
TABLE IV. QUERY ANSWERING TIME BY BUTLOR IN MS

Butlor is written in C# and relies on the Azure Bot
Framework7. It receives natural language queries from the user.
The Bot Framework relies on Azure LUIS1 framework which
allows intents to be trained by applying machine learning
techniques. LUIS returns a JSON file containing the matched
intent and the entities. As mentioned previously, the entities
are inspired by the ontology model. The returned JSON file
is parsed by Butlor and the returned entities are injected
in adequate intent SPARQL query templates, as depicted in
Listing 2. Butlor embeds a SPARQL template corresponding
to one or several trained intents in LUIS. For example template
Listing 2 allows Butlor to answer a user query where any given
item of the facility is to be returned based on its type and
square footage on any given floor of the building.

Select ?Name {
?Building a ws:Building.
?Building ws:hasFloor ?Floor.
?Floor ws:hasName \"" + floor + "\"ˆˆxsd:string
?Floor ws:has" + facility + " ?Facility.
?Facility a ws:" + facility + ". "
?Facility ws:hasName ?Name.
?Facility ws:hasSquareFeet ?number.
filter( ?number >" + sqft + ")"
} GROUP BY ?Building ?Floor ?Facility ?Name

Listing 2: SPARQL Query Template Example: Q7

In the following, we depict related work similar to ours.

V. RELATED WORK

In our previous work [5], we proposed an approach to
extract data from our Building Management System and Power
Monitoring System by applying transformation at a cloud con-
nector level. Our BMS expert had to manually implement all
the ontology concepts (class, relations) at the cloud connector
level. Such implementation is considered a hard and error
prone task since our BMS expert had to gain skills in ontology
development along with understanding RDF and OWL. In
this current approach, OLGA generates a library based on an
ontology model which is used by a developer. OLGA allows
to remove complexity and accelerate the implementation time
for ontology based application development. In addition, in this
work, we rely on FOrTÉ to federate the two sources of data
providing a much better performance while in our previous
approach, the federation was handled at the application level,
Power BI. Butlor is also added in this work making our
approach more interactive to the user with his workplace
instead of just a static reporting tool.

Youngmin et al. [14] provides a data architecture similar to
ours where the data is split into two categories: the contextual
data and the timeseries data. They propose a runtime stream
processing to calculate metrics during runtime information
regarding occupancy such as number of people in the room
based on CO2 levels. In our approach, we rely on the sensing
capabilities of our partners to measure such KPIs instead

7https://dev.botframework.com



of inferring them on the fly. Their semantic lifter is highly
coupled with the SAREF ontology [15] and it is based on
specific hard coded BAS naming rules. Our approach relies
on OLGA which is more generic tool capable of generating a
library to be used in the semantic lifting making our approach
more generic and faster to be put in the hands of actual
developers. Youngmin [14] proposes a visualization front-end
interface while we rely on Power BI in our previous work [5]
and we offer a chatbot for a more interactive experience.

SemanticBMS [16] proposes a BMS ontology inspired
from the SSN Ontology [17] where the authors aim to represent
BIM (Building Information Model) [18], and a BMS model.
SemanticBMS separates between topology and timeseries data,
however, no federation mechanism is put in place, it is left
to the application to federate data. They propose Semantic
Providers similar to our ETL processors in order to transform
data into semantic representation. However, there is no clear
mention how their semantic providers translate the models. In
addition, the Data Providers handling extraction of timeseries
are still underdevelopment. The SemanticBMS project exposes
in REST a Semantic API to query ontology data by translating
rest with parameters queries into SPARQL. One would argue
on the choice of reducing the expressivity of SPARQL to Rest
parameters based queries.

Other similar work propose an ontology model to represent
information in the building such as [19] which proposes
monitoring categories of the building. Ploennings [20] relies
on an extended sensor network model to enhance building
diagnosis. Schachinger [21] proposes a similar approach to
ours by relying on an ontology centric model to represent
information in a building management system with a focus
around automation and control. In comparison to the related
work, we consider our approach is more generic and relies
on tools such as OLGA [6] and FOrTÉ [7] which reduces
complexity and friction for developers to use in their ontology
based applications and data federation implementations.

In addition, ontology models around smart buildings
are starting to emerge such as Haystack ontology [22] or
Brick [23]. Since our architecture is loosely coupled with the
ontology model, such ontologies can replace our proposed
ontology when maturity, and industrial adoption are achieved.

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

We presented in this paper our experimental work to
integrate data from two different IoT platforms we are inves-
tigating a partnership with. First, we modelled their data in an
ontology. Then, we relied on our model driven approach to
generate an object oriented library conform to the model. The
generated library is then used in an ETL processor to transform
our partners data into semantic information which are stored in
an ontology database. Our query engine is then used to federate
data between the ontology and timeseries stores. Butlor our
chatbot application is integrated in our approach to provide
a basic interactive user experience with the environment to
answer natural language based queries.

For the next steps, we will tackle commissioning and
consistency of data among our partners. So far, we manu-
ally ensure the integrity of the references. For example, the
room names and identifiers from the Floor Plan provider are

consistent with the sensors’ location provided by the Indoor
sensing provider. In addition, we intent to extend our query
capabilities with stream handling capabilities to support more
dynamic visualization and alerts.
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